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Definition

• Healthcare that establishes a partnership 

among practitioners, patients, and their 

families (when appropriate) to ensure that 

decisions respect patients’ wants, needs, and 

preferences and that patients have the 

education and support they need to make 

decisions and participate in their own care. 

(Institute of Medicine) 



Paternalistic /Medical Patient Centered



Medical Vs. Patient



Mindset

➢Hard to change

➢Course based on patient centered care



Why change?

➢A doctor is less likely to be sued for 

malpractice

➢Patients tend to change doctors   

➢Patient centered care model is used and it is 

just as important as having excellent clinical 

skills to be hired abroad.



Video

➢Wrong and right

➢Let’s talk about the mistakes

➢https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r842Ylpa-

nQ&t=17s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r842Ylpa-nQ&t=17s


Raise Awareness
➢Implicit bias

➢: “Imagine you’re walking in a public park, 

and see someone with a saw trying to cut off a 

bike chain. What would your initial reaction 

be? What would you think they were doing?”

➢Pictures









Continued

➢Training videos

➢Discussions

➢Students from different cultural backgrounds

➢Incompetent vs. Competent Cultural Care

➢https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dx4Ia-

jatNQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dx4Ia-jatNQ


A Good Leader



Results



Conclusion

Using a simple medium of teaching Medical 

English can have a positive impact on the 

healthcare system.

➢Thank you

➢Questions?
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